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Abstract

Contemporary Earth system models mostly ignore the sub-grid scale (SGS) heterogeneous coupling between the land surface

and atmosphere, to a detriment that remains largely unknown. To both evaluate the effect of SGS heterogeneity for realistic

scenarios and aid in the development of coupled land and atmosphere SGS parameterizations for global models, we present a

study of the effect of sub-100 km scale land-surface heterogeneity on cloud development. In the primary experiment we use

the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model to conduct two large-eddy simulations over the Southern Great Plains

(SGP) site using 100-m horizontal resolution on a domain that spans 100 km in each lateral direction. The first simulation

uses high-resolution land-surface fields specified by an offline land-surface model (LSM), while the second uses homogenized

land-surface fields found by taking a domain-averaged value of each field at each timestep. The atmospheric development of

the heterogeneous and homogeneous simulations are compared, primarily in terms of cloud production and turbulent kinetic

energy. It is seen that the heterogeneous case develops a mesoscale circulation pattern which generates additional clouds and

turbulence compared to the homogeneous case. Additional experiments isolate sources of heterogeneity in the LSM (including

forcing meteorology) to better understand relevant land-surface processes, and modify the Bowen ratio and initial wind profile

of the heterogeneous case to clarify the results seen. Finally two additional days at the SGP site are simulated confirming the

increase in cloud production in heterogeneous cases.
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Abstract14

Contemporary Earth system models mostly ignore the sub-grid scale (SGS) heteroge-15

neous coupling between the land surface and atmosphere. To aid in the development of16

coupled land and atmosphere SGS parameterizations for global models, we present a study17

of different aspects of highly-realistic sub-100 km scale land-surface heterogeneity. The18

primary experiment is a set of simulations of September 24, 2017 over the Southern Great19

Plains (SGP) site using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model with 100-20

m horizontal resolution. The overall impact of land-surface heterogeneity is evaluated21

by comparing cloud and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) production in large-eddy sim-22

ulations (LESs) using heterogeneous and homogeneous surface fields (namely sensible23

and latent heat fluxes) specified by an offline field-scale resolving land-surface model (LSM).24

The heterogeneous land surface leads to significantly more cloud and TKE production.25

We then isolate specific sources of heterogeneity by using selectively domain-wide aver-26

aged fields in the LSM. It is found that heterogeneity in the land surface created by pre-27

cipitation is effectively responsible for the increases in cloud and TKE production, while28

rivers and soil type have a negligible impact and land cover has only a small impact. Ad-29

ditional experiments modify the Bowen ratio in the surface fields and the initial wind30

profile of the heterogeneous case to clarify the results seen. Finally two additional days31

at the SGP site are simulated showing a similar increase in cloud production in hetero-32

geneous cases.33

Plain Language Summary34

A modern Earth system model combines an atmospheric model and land-surface35

model, and the two interact during a simulation. Due to computational constraints, global36

models today use grids where very large areas (sometimes in excess of 10,000 square kilo-37

meters) are represented by a single point, making it impossible to directly represent many38

important features, particularly those related to the development of clouds and rain. Ap-39

proximations of these processes that cannot be represented are included by simpler sub-40

models called parameterizations, which often base calculations on average values over41

the area they are modeling. To aid in the improvement of these parameterizations, a high-42

resolution model (where each point represents only 0.01 square kilometers) is used to sim-43

ulate three summer days in Oklahoma over a total area of 10,000 square kilometers. It44

is seen that simulations where the land surface has moist and dry patches from previ-45

ous rain events produce more clouds than simulations where the same amount of soil mois-46

ture is evenly distributed over the entire surface. We hope that this and future work will47

both motivate and aid efforts to add considerations for the spatial distribution of fea-48

tures, in addition to their average, to the parameterizations used in Earth system mod-49

els.50

1 Introduction51

A critical challenge in characterizing land-atmosphere interactions across scales52

in Earth system models (ESMs) is the non-linearity that emerges as a result of spa-53

tial heterogeneities over land (Albertson et al., 2001; Bou-Zeid et al., 2004; Huang &54

Margulis, 2013; Shao et al., 2013; Clark et al., 2015). These complex interactions be-55

tween the land-surface processes and the underlying physical environment drive the56

spatial complexity of surface fluxes and states (Western et al., 1999; Gómez-Plaza57

et al., 2001; Jacobs et al., 2004; Chaney et al., 2015). As a result, the macroscale58

behavior of the water and energy cycles cannot be disentangled from their fine-scale59

processes and interactions. The heterogeneities that emerge over land, in turn, can60

play a key role in many important atmospheric processes, such as setting the atmo-61

spheric boundary layer (ABL) depth, initiating convection, and spawning mesoscale62

circulations (Kustas & Albertson, 2003; Ntelekos et al., 2008; Timmermans et al.,63
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2008; Kang & Bryan, 2011; Bertoldi et al., 2013; Gutowski et al., 2020). Further,64

Weaver (2004b) argue that these effects are non-negligible compared to larger-scale65

signals over as long as monthly timescales. Although progress is being made in un-66

derstanding the role of multi-scale land heterogeneity on microscale and mesoscale67

meteorological processes in regional and local studies (Kustas & Albertson, 2003;68

Talbot et al., 2012; Bertoldi et al., 2013; Huang & Margulis, 2013; Shrestha et al.,69

2014; Senatore et al., 2015), its role in land-atmosphere interactions in the climate70

system as a whole remains mostly unknown. This is primarily due to the over-71

simplistic coupling between existing sub-grid parameterizations in land-surface72

models (LSMs) and atmospheric models (e.g., tiling schemes, Ducharne et al., 2000;73

Bonan et al., 2002; Milly et al., 2014; Chaney et al., 2018; Lawrence et al., 2019).74

Existing ESMs only exchange sub-grid spatial mean fluxes of mass and energy be-75

tween the land and atmosphere while disregarding higher order sub-grid spatial76

statistics (e.g., spatial variance). Convection and turbulence parameterizations in at-77

mospheric circulation models are moving towards the inclusion of higher-order SGS78

processes (e.g., Cloud Layers Unified By Binormals (CLUBB) and Eddy Diffusivity79

Mass Flux (EDMF), Golaz et al., 2002; Sušelj et al., 2013), providing an opportunity80

for potential coupling with the SGS heterogeneity of the land surface.81

There have been many modeling studies on heterogeneous land surfaces and82

their effects on atmospheric dynamics, primarily using idealized surface flux fields83

and initial atmospheres. Pielke Sr (2001) gives a very thorough theoretical back-84

ground and review of the earlier work studying the effect of heterogeneous spatial85

distributions of sensible and latent heat fluxes from the land surface on the develop-86

ment of cumulus convective rainfall in the atmosphere. The general consensus from87

LES studies of heterogeneous land-atmosphere interactions is that surface patterns88

comprised of marked areas of either high sensible heat flux or high latent heat flux89

(typically resulting from, or an idealization of, underlying patterns of soil moisture90

and/or vegetation) will lead to secondary mesoscale circulations. These circulations91

tend to transport moist air from areas with high latent heat fluxes to areas with92

high sensible heat fluxes where it can be lifted through the ABL, leading to cloud93

production over the drier land surfaces (Hadfield et al., 1991; Shen & Leclerc, 1995;94

Avissar & Liu, 1996; Esau & Lyons, 2002; Cheng & Cotton, 2004; van Heerwaarden95

& de Arellano, 2008; Hohenegger et al., 2009; Garcia-Carreras et al., 2011; Huang &96

Margulis, 2013; Han, Brdar, Raasch, & Kollet, 2019; Lee et al., 2019). The clouds97

produced by the aforementioned circulation process tend to be deeper and more lo-98

calized than those produced by homogeneous surfaces, leading to larger overall liquid99

water path (LWP) values but lower overall cloud cover percentages.100

The necessary conditions of the land-surface heterogeneity to trigger secondary101

circulations are not fully established, though it is generally agreed that larger dif-102

ferences between the sensible heat fluxes in the warm and cool patches will produce103

stronger circulations. It is also generally agreed that the spatial scale of the coher-104

ent warm and cool patches must be of a sufficient size before circulations can be105

triggered, though with minimal consensus on more specific criteria (Hadfield et al.,106

1992; Chen & Avissar, 1994; Shen & Leclerc, 1995; Albertson et al., 2001; Trier et107

al., 2004; Patton et al., 2005; Timmermans et al., 2008; Huang & Margulis, 2013;108

Sühring et al., 2014; Kang, 2016; Kang & Ryu, 2016; Han, Brdar, Raasch, & Kollet,109

2019; Kang, 2020). Many studies conclude simply that larger spatial scales produce110

stronger circulations, while others find that there is an optimal scale of land-surface111

heterogeneity for cloud production after which further increases have a homogenizing112

effect. The boundary-layer depth is commonly suggested as an optimal scale, though113

it is argued by van Heerwaarden et al. (2014) that this is too simplistic of a criteria.114

It has been commonly reported by LES studies with idealized surface pat-115

terns that even a modest background wind will effectively eliminate the influence of116
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land-surface heterogeneity on the atmosphere, implying that scenarios where land-117

surface heterogeneity would notably influence the atmosphere are, in reality, quite118

limited (Hadfield et al., 1992; Chen & Avissar, 1994; Doran et al., 1995; Avissar &119

Schmidt, 1998; Eder et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2019). However, idealized LES examples120

where circulations are maintained with a background wind of 7.5 m s−1 are shown121

by Raasch and Harbusch (2001), who explain that claims of wind eliminating cir-122

culations are due to experiments where the surface pattern and wind direction are123

such that all air parcels are continuously advected over alternating warm and cool124

patches. Many subsequent studies using idealized surface patterns have confirmed125

that the orientation of the wind direction compared to the surface heterogeneity126

pattern determines whether secondary circulations will be eliminated or converted to127

a rolling structure (Kim et al., 2002; Letzel & Raasch, 2003; Courault et al., 2007;128

Kang & Lenschow, 2014; Sühring et al., 2014; Rochetin et al., 2017), and multiple129

studies using surface patterns based on observations have also reported that circu-130

lations are not eliminated by a synoptic wind, but instead develop perpendicular to131

the prevailing wind direction (Weaver & Avissar, 2001; Weaver, 2004a; Prabha et al.,132

2007; Maronga & Raasch, 2013). Maronga and Raasch (2013) go so far as to state133

that “[t]he often discussed concept of a blending height, above which the influence134

of the surface heterogeneity vanishes, thus cannot hold, at least under convective135

conditions and heterogeneity scales larger than [the boundary-layer depth].” Lynn136

et al. (1998), via two-dimensional deep convection simulations, found that a strong137

background wind increased cloud production, owing to a positive feedback between138

clouds rooted in the ABL and clouds rooted in the middle troposphere.139

The process of heterogeneous surface fields generating mesoscale circulations140

which result in cloud production over drier surfaces has also been reported by141

many observational campaigns (Lyons et al., 1993; Lyons, 2002; Garcia-Carreras142

et al., 2010; Dixon et al., 2013). Taylor et al. (2011) used satellite observations to143

study the influence of soil moisture on the development of convective rain storms in144

West Africa, concluding that soil moisture variations at spatial scales ∼ 10 – 40 km145

strongly control storm development in the region. Taylor et al. (2012) studied the146

feedback mechanisms between soil moisture and convective storms from global obser-147

vations, finding that drier soils are more likely to produce afternoon rainfall events148

while wetter soils show no preference for rain development. They note that this149

result is in contrast to many weather and climate models that use convective pa-150

rameterizations, which show a preference for rainfall development over wetter soils;151

a modeling study by Hohenegger et al. (2009) demonstrates the tendency of convec-152

tive parameterizations to produce clouds over wetter soils while higher-resolution,153

convection-resolving models produce clouds over drier soils. Phillips and Klein154

(2014) studied the Southern Great Plains (SGP) site and found that, while large-155

scale forcings tend to dominate, there are some cases where local feedbacks from156

the surface play a role in the atmosphere, particularly as soil dries after a precipi-157

tation event. Koster et al. (2003) made an argument for soil moisture heterogeneity158

effecting precipitation by comparing observations to features in global model results159

which were known (in the model) to be produced by surface heterogeneity. Low-160

level flight observations by Dixon et al. (2013) found that circulations generated by161

soil moisture heterogeneity were persistent over the range of observed background162

winds (up to ≈ 5 m s−1). While the study here focuses primarily on cloud produc-163

tion, the impact of land-surface heterogeneity on the overall Earth system is not164

isolated to convection. For example, Mendes and Prevedello (2020) suggest, based165

on analysis of satellite observations, that secondary circulations between patches of166

different vegetation types has a cooling effect on surface temperatures, and Marsham167

et al. (2008) used aircraft observations and LES to demonstrate the significance of168

heterogeneity-induced mesoscale circulations on dust transport in the Sahara.169
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To aid in the development of an effective sub-grid coupling between the mod-170

eled land-surface and atmospheric heterogeneity in ESMs, more must be known171

about the coupling between land-surface heterogeneity and atmospheric dynamics.172

While it is generally established that heterogeneous land-surfaces can generate sec-173

ondary circulations which alter cloud characteristics and production rates, many key174

specifics relevant to parameterizations in global models are unclear. To this end, the175

study presented here uses output from HydroBlocks, a field-scale resolving LSM, to176

drive the surface of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, run in177

LES mode, over the SGP site using initial profiles and large-scale heat and moisture178

fluxes based on observations. The result is a study on the coupling between a real-179

istic land surface and the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) development over a180

diurnal cycle, with a specific interest in the role of different sources of land-surface181

heterogeneity on cloud production at scales which are SGS in a global model. A182

domain area of 100 × 100 km2 is used, which allows domain-wide mean values to183

be taken as a representation of a grid-scale value in a global model and the effects184

of land-surface heterogeneity, which would be SGS on a climate-scale grid, to be185

studied directly via LES. With this study, we aim to help to answer three key ques-186

tions towards the development of global-scale parameterizations which consider SGS187

heterogeneity. First, are emergent mesoscale circulations between wet and dry areas188

observed when using realistic fields for the surface fluxes, background wind, and189

synoptic fluxes? If so, are the resulting effects significant on the macroscale (domain-190

wide) signal for a domain size comparable to a global model grid cell? Finally, what191

is the relative impact of the different sources of heterogeneity in the LSM (e.g., soil192

type, rivers and surface water, soil moisture, etc.) on the macroscale signal?193

The first experiment here is a pair of simulations of September 24, 2017: the194

first simulation uses the high-resolution HydroBlocks land surface (described in195

Sect. 2) while the second spatially homogenizes the land surface by using domain-196

averaged values at each grid point (Sec. 3.1). Cases are then considered where only197

certain land-surface features are represented heterogeneously in the driving Hy-198

droBlocks simulation, generating different scales of surface heterogeneity (Sec. 3.2).199

Additional heterogeneous cases are also considered which adjust the Bowen ratio at200

the surface or the initial wind profile (Sec. 3.3). Finally, the primary heterogeneous201

vs. homogeneous experiment is repeated for simulations of June 10, 2016 and July202

16, 2017 with a brief analysis (Sec. 3.4).203

2 Model description204

2.1 WRF205

Atmospheric simulations are conducted using version 3.8.1 of the WRF model206

(Skamarock et al., 2008) as an LES (WRF-LES). Model settings largely follow those207

used in the LES ARM Symbiotic Simulation and Observation Workflow (LASSO)208

campaign (W. Gustafson et al., 2019; W. I. Gustafson et al., 2020), which is a209

publicly-available dataset of LES cases over the SGP site. The key difference be-210

tween the LASSO simulations and those presented here is the specification of het-211

erogeneous surface conditions. The LASSO simulations use spatially-uniform, time-212

evolving surface fields for sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, and skin temperature213

(specified directly), as well as a spatially-uniform and constant momentum drag214

coefficient. Here, heterogeneous cases use two-dimensional, time-evolving surface215

fields for sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, skin temperature (found via specified216

emissivity and upward longwave radiation fields), albedo, and momentum drag coef-217

ficient, all obtained from the HydroBlocks LSM described in Sec. 2.2. The sensible218

and latent heat fluxes, and drag coefficient are used directly by the WRF dynamics,219

while the skin temperature, emissivity, and albedo are used by the radiation scheme.220

As in the LASSO simulations, there is no feedback from the atmosphere to the land221
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surface in the LES; the HydroBlocks LSM is run offline and the output surface fields222

are specified as the bottom boundary in the WRF model. Other notable differences223

between the WRF settings used here and those used by LASSO are the expansion224

of the domain to 100 × 100 km2 (where the LASSO domain is 25 × 25 km2), the225

use of the isotropic three-dimensional Smagorinsky-Lilly turbulence closure model226

(where LASSO uses the isotropic three-dimensional Deardorff model), the specifica-227

tion of two-dimensional latitude and longitude fields (where LASSO considers every228

grid point to be at the same latitude and longitude), and the inclusion of a Coriolis229

forcing (where LASSO specifies f = 0).230

Following the LASSO configuration, simulations use the Thompson graupel mi-231

crophysics scheme and the RRTMG radiation scheme (though surfaces are specified232

offline by HydroBlocks) with the cumulus and PBL schemes turned off. The hori-233

zontal resolution is ∆x,y = 100 m with a timestep of 0.5 s. The domain is approxi-234

mately 14.5 km tall with 227 vertical levels and a vertical resolution of ∆z = 30 m in235

the lower 5 km of the column. Periodic boundary conditions are used in both lateral236

directions and a w-Rayleigh damping layer is applied in the upper 2 km of the col-237

umn. The LES domain uses a flat bottom boundary, though terrain is considered by238

the offline HydroBlocks simulation for subsurface and surface routing. Initial profiles239

for potential temperature, water vapor mixing ratio, and lateral velocity components240

are obtained from the LASSO database and are applied uniformly to the domain. A241

relatively unique feature of the LASSO WRF simulations is the inclusion of large-242

scale heat and moisture flux profiles that are applied uniformly on every column in243

the grid at each timestep as an additional contribution to the respective tendency244

equations, allowing the use of a single non-nested domain while still providing con-245

siderations for large-scale meteorology. Forcing data for these large-scale fluxes are246

also obtained from the LASSO database.247

2.2 HydroBlocks248

HydroBlocks is a field-scale resolving land-surface model (Chaney, Metcalfe, &249

Wood, 2016) that accounts for the water, energy, and carbon balance to solve land-250

surface processes at high spatial and temporal resolutions. HydroBlocks leverages251

the repeating patterns that exist over the landscape (i.e., the spatial organization)252

by clustering areas of assumed similar hydrologic behaviour into hydrologic response253

units (HRUs). The simulation of these HRUs and their spatial interactions allows254

the modeling of the water and energy cycles at field scales (30 m) over regional to255

continental extents (Chaney, Metcalfe, & Wood, 2016; Chaney et al., 2020; Ver-256

gopolan et al., 2020). The core of HydroBlocks is the Noah-MP vertical land surface257

scheme (Niu et al., 2011). HydroBlocks applies Noah-MP in an HRU framework258

to explicitly represent the spatial heterogeneity of surface processes down to field259

scales. At each timestep, the land-surface scheme updates the hydrologic states at260

each HRU; and the HRUs dynamically interact laterally via subsurface flow. Fur-261

thermore, the fine-scale river network is modeled via a reach-based kinematic wave262

with a two-way coupling between the HRUs and their corresponding channels.263

For this study, HydroBlocks is spun up for two years and uses high-resolution264

(30 m) soil type and land cover maps from the Probabilistic Remapping of SSURGO265

(POLARIS) (Chaney, Wood, et al., 2016; Chaney et al., 2019) and National Land266

Cover Database (NLCD) (Homer et al., 2012) datasets, respectively, and one-eighth267

degree NLDAS-2 meteorology (Cosgrove et al., 2003; Mitchell et al., 2004) with268

NCEP Stage-IV radar rainfall (∼4 km) data (Lin & Mitchell, 2005). The hourly269

state of the land surface produced by HydroBlocks for the period of interest is then270

used to specify surface values in the WRF model for: sensible heat flux, latent heat271

flux, momentum drag coefficient, albedo, emissivity, and upward longwave radiation.272

Surface skin temperature is then diagnosed from emissivity and upward longwave ra-273
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diation. For the homogeneous cases, skin temperature is diagnosed from mean values274

of upward longwave radiation and emissivity, rather than a domain-average of skin275

temperature directly. For consistency, surface-flux fields are adjusted so that the276

domain-wide averages match the time-evolving scalar surface fluxes specified by the277

LASSO campaign, which are from the observationally-improved VARANAL dataset.278

3 Results279

Simulations are performed on a 100 × 100 km2 domain over the SGP site,280

centered at 36.6◦ N, 97.5◦ W. The domain is largely cultivated cropland and grass-281

land, with a few small urban areas and a tributary of the Arkansas River running282

primarily west-east through the domain (Fig. 1). Comparisons between cases are283

made primarily by evaluating the differences in the development of liquid water284

path (LWP) in time and space. LWP is of key interest because it serves as a proxy285

for cloud production and has a high relevance to radiation (Sengupta et al., 2003;286

Khanal et al., 2020). The LWP and TKE fields presented here are time-averaged287

values over the previous 10 min interval, sampled every 30 s. On the discretized288

WRF grid, our measure of LWP is found as289

LWP =
∑
z

ρaql∆z

[
kg m−2

]
(1)

where ρa is moist air density, ql is liquid water mixing ratio, and z is the vertical290

direction.291

The temporal development of vertically-integrated, mass-coupled TKE is also292

compared between cases, serving as a metric for general activity in ABL devel-293

opment. For brevity, hereafter “TKE” may be assumed to refer to the vertically-294

integrated, mass-coupled form unless otherwise stated. On the discretized WRF295

grid, our vertically-integrated measure of mass-coupled TKE is found as296

TKE =
∑
z

ρa

[
1

2

(
u′2 + v′2 + w′2

)]
∆z

[
kg s−2

]
(2)

where u, v, and w are the velocity components in the x (west-east), y (south-north),297

and z directions, respectively, and a primed variable indicates deviation from the298

mean value in the (x, y) plane.299
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Figure 1. Map of the simulation domain, centered at the SGP site.

3.1 Heterogeneous vs. homogeneous300

The primary day considered is September 24, 2017. This day was chosen due301

to the appreciable spatial heterogeneity in the LSM simulations. Following the302

LASSO setup, simulations are run for 15 hours beginning at 0538 Local Solar Time303

(LST) (1200 UTC). Over the 100 × 100 km2 domain, for both the heterogeneous304

and homogeneous simulations, the average sensible heat flux peaks at t ≈ 1100 LST305

with a magnitude of approximately 215 W m−2, and the domain-averaged latent306

heat flux peaks at the same time with a magnitude of approximately 130 W m−2307

(Fig. 2a). In the heterogeneous case the standard deviations of the sensible and la-308

tent heat fluxes both peak at t ≈ 1300 LST with values of approximately 40 and309

45 W m−2, respectively (Fig. 2b). Both simulations are initialized with the same310

domain-wide profiles for potential temperature, water vapor mixing ratio, and lat-311

eral velocity components, shown in Fig. 3. The initial profile is stable with a water312

vapor mixing ratio of O(10 g kg−1) in the lower 4 km and a wind profile which is313

predominantly south-north with v ≈ 15 m s−1 in the lower 10 km of the column.314

The bulk lateral flow is maintained by the periodic boundary conditions, allowing315

the profile to develop unconstrained. The large-scale heat and moisture fluxes are316

predominantly positive influxes over the duration of the simulation, with peak values317

≈ 6× 10−5 K s−1 and ≈ 4× 10−5 g kg−1 s−1, respectively (not shown).318

Maps of the surface sensible heat flux and latent heat flux used to drive the319

WRF-LES surface, upscaled to ∆x,y = 100 m from the HydroBlocks output, are320

shown in Fig. 4 at t = 1238 LST, corresponding to the peak standard deviations321

for sensible and latent heat fluxes in the diurnal cycle. This day was chosen for the322

large moist patch in the east of the domain, which is a result of a rain event that323

occurred a few days before. Surface fields in the LES are specified from HydroBlocks324

every hour (UTC) on the hour and are linearly interpolated in time at each timestep325

in between. The homogeneous case specifies the domain-averaged value of the afore-326

mentioned surface fields at each grid point, calculated at each timestep. It is worth327

noting that while the spatial patterns of rivers and subsurface flow are removed in328
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the homogeneous case, their contribution to the domain-wide latent heat flux is still329

included (Barlage et al., 2021, present a study on the importance of resolving river330

and stream networks).331

The heterogeneous and homogeneous simulations show a notable difference332

in both domain-wide LWP (Fig. 5a) and vertically-integrated, mass-coupled TKE333

(Fig. 5b) in time. Both cases begin to produce liquid water in the atmosphere at334

t ≈ 1000 LST, but the two cases diverge at t ≈ 1200 LST. The heterogeneous case335

continues to produce liquid water more rapidly, reaching a peak over 300 g m−2336

just after t = 1400 LST, while the homogeneous case has a lower rate of produc-337

tion, reaching a peak of less than 130 g m−2 near 1500 LST. Production of TKE338

between the two cases shows similar differences, where the two cases diverge again at339

t ≈ 1100 LST with the heterogeneous case reaching a much larger peak value than340

the homogeneous case.341

To examine differences in spatial liquid water production, a map of each grid342

point’s maximum LWP value throughout the duration of the simulation is shown for343

the heterogeneous (Fig. 6a) and homogeneous (Fig. 6b) cases. The heterogeneous344

case shows a very strong pattern of high liquid water production in the western 30345

km of the domain and low liquid water production in the eastern 70 km of the do-346

main, while the homogeneous case is very evenly distributed throughout the domain.347

Recalling that this case has a large moist patch in the east of the domain, cloud pro-348

duction for this case demonstrates a preference for areas with a high sensible heat349

flux at the surface. This is similar to many previous studies where increased cloud350

production is achieved by emergent circulation patterns which transport moisture351

from areas of high latent heat flux to areas of high sensible heat flux where it is352

then lifted (e.g., Hadfield et al., 1991; Shen & Leclerc, 1995; Avissar & Liu, 1996;353

van Heerwaarden & de Arellano, 2008; Hohenegger et al., 2009; Huang & Margulis,354

2013; Rieck et al., 2014; Han, Brdar, & Kollet, 2019; Lee et al., 2019) . We will see355

in Sec. 3.3 that the larger local sensible heat fluxes present in the heterogeneous case356

alone are not sufficient to generate the levels of cloud production seen.357

Emergent mesoscale circulations in the heterogeneous case are examined first358

with cross-section profiles of u(x) at t = 1408 LST, approximately corresponding to359

the time of peak LWP in the domain, at y = 50 km (Fig. 7a) and averaged over the360

full domain in the y direction (Fig. 7b). The profiles reveal the anticipated general361

circulation behavior, where flow is primarily westward in the lower 2 km of the do-362

main with a coherent band of eastward flow aloft which reaches a height of z ≈ 5 km363

at x ≈ 25 km, gradually descending to z ≈ 3 km over the eastern edge of the do-364

main. The rolling structure induced by the synoptic wind (which is predominantly365

in the +v direction) is seen very clearly in the y-averaged cross-section, centered at366

x ≈ 20 km and z ≈ 1 km. Similar cross-section profiles across x of potential tem-367

perature and cloud mixing ratio are shown for the heterogeneous case in Figs. 7c–f.368

Cloud production in the heterogeneous case is focused in the west of the domain369

reaching an average cloud top just below z = 7 km, with some sparser and lower370

clouds in the east of the domain.371

Half-hourly cross-sections of u-velocity and cloud mixing ratio are shown for372

the heterogeneous case along y = 50 km from 1138 to 1538 LST in Fig. 8. At 1138373

LST, which is just before the LWP time series between the two cases diverge, the374

profile appears relatively homogeneous, with a band of eastward flow aloft through-375

out the full domain width. By 1238 LST the circulation pattern is clearly visible376

in the flow, and by 1308 LST it is fully formed with the accompanying cloud pro-377

duction in the west of the domain. At 1438 LST the circulation appears to be in378

the early stages of decline, and the clouds aloft are spreading laterally and dissi-379

pating, and by 1538 LST both the circulation and cloud layer appear fully in their380

dissipation phase.381
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Cross-sections along x of u-velocity, potential temperature, and cloud mixing382

ratio are shown for the homogeneous case in (Fig. 9), also at t = 1408 LST. The383

y = 50 km cross-section of u(x) for the homogeneous case (Fig. 9a) shows many384

clear upwelling events, but they are distributed across the full width of the domain385

without developing any coherent circulation pattern, as is expected of an atmosphere386

with a uniform surface heating. The cloud mixing ratio similarly shows a very uni-387

form cloud pattern, producing very sparse clouds compared to the heterogeneous388

simulation with a much lower cloud top, below z = 5 km.389

Compared to the homogeneous case, liquid water production in the hetero-390

geneous case appears to benefit from both the moist and dry patches in its surface391

forcing, despite them not being co-located, via the latent heat flux from the moist392

patch being transported laterally to drier areas with a higher sensible heat flux393

which then lifts the moist air past the lifted condensation level resulting in local394

cloud production. The homogeneous case, which has the same domain-wide total395

surface latent and sensible heat fluxes, is unable to generate the same cloud produc-396

tion without local areas of higher sensible heat flux to produce similar local updrafts397

for the moisture that is present in the boundary layer. The following two sections398

will further investigate the mechanisms driving the behavior of the heterogeneous399

case seen here.400
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Figure 2. Time series of the surface sensible heat and latent heat fluxes used for the Septem-

ber 24, 2017 simulations: (a) domain mean for heterogeneous and homogeneous cases, (b) stan-

dard deviation for the heterogeneous case.
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Figure 3. Initial profiles used for the September 24, 2017 simulations: (a) potential tempera-

ture, (b) water vapor mixing ratio, (c) u-velocity, (d) v-velocity.

Figure 4. Heterogeneous surface values for the September 24, 2017 simulations at

t = 1238 LST, upscaled from HydroBlocks: (a) sensible heat flux, (b) latent heat flux.
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Figure 5. Domain-wide mean fields in time from the heterogeneous and homogeneous

September 24, 2017 simulations: (a) LWP, (b) vertically integrated, mass-coupled TKE.
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Figure 6. Maximum values of LWP at each grid point throughout the duration of the

September 24, 2017 simulations using: (a) heterogeneous land surfaces, (b) homogeneous land

surfaces.
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Figure 7. Profiles from the September 24, 2017 simulation using heterogeneous surfaces

at t = 1408 LST of: (a) u-velocity along x at y = 50 km, (b) u-velocity along x and domain-

averaged in y, (c) potential temperature along x at y = 50 km, (d) potential temperature along

x and domain-averaged in y, (d) cloud mixing ratio along x at y = 50 km, (f) cloud mixing ratio

along x and domain-averaged in y.
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Figure 8. Profiles taken every 30 min from t = 1038 to 1538 LST along x at y = 50 km from

the September 24, 2017 simulation using heterogeneous surfaces of: (left column) of u-velocity

and (right column) cloud mixing ratio.
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Figure 9. Profiles from the September 24, 2017 simulation using homogeneous surfaces

at t = 1408 LST of: (a) u-velocity along x at y = 50 km, (b) u-velocity along x and domain-

averaged in y, (c) potential temperature along x at y = 50 km, (d) potential temperature along

x and domain-averaged in y, (d) cloud mixing ratio along x at y = 50 km, (f) cloud mixing ratio

along x and domain-averaged in y.
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3.2 Land-surface components401

The heterogeneity in the surface fields used in Sec. 3.1 is the result of four402

primary sources in the HydroBlocks model: river routing and subsurface flow, soil403

type, land cover, and forcing meteorology. To better understand the role of land-404

surface heterogeneity in atmospheric dynamics we present four additional WRF405

simulations which use surface maps from HydroBlocks when considering only cer-406

tain sources of heterogeneity. The first simulation (the “R” case) contains surface407

heterogeneity generated only by rivers and subsurface flow, using surface fields408

from a HydroBlocks simulation which calculates river routing and subsurface flow409

as normal but uses homogenized fields for soil type, land cover, and forcing me-410

teorology. The second simulation (“R+S”) follows the same methodology but the411

driving HydroBlocks simulation also uses the heterogeneous soil-type map. The412

third simulation (“R+S+LC”) uses the heterogeneous land cover field in addition413

to rivers/subsurface flow and soil type. The fourth simulation (“M”) isolates sur-414

face heterogeneity generated by the meteorology driving the LSM by homogenizing415

the other fields. Each case is energetically constrained so that the domain-averaged416

surface sensible and latent heat fluxes remain unchanged from the base cases, thus417

only the standard deviations and spatial scales of heterogeneity differ between these418

four cases and those in Sec. 3.1. The fully heterogeneous case from Sec. 3.1 is equiv-419

alent to an “R+S+LC+M” case and is used here, along with its corresponding fully420

homogeneous case, as a reference for comparison.421

Standard deviations of surface sensible heat flux and latent heat flux in time422

are shown in Fig. 10a, b, respectively. The sensible heat flux standard deviations423

are, very approximately, evenly spaced between 10 W m−2 and 40 W m−2 with the424

R case peaking at the lowest value (approximately 10 W m−2), followed by the R+S425

and R+S+LC cases. The M case has a peak standard deviation just below the fully426

heterogeneous case’s peak value (approximately 40 W m−2). The latent heat flux427

standard deviations, on the other hand, have two clear groups: the R, R+S, and428

R+S+LC cases which have peak values from approximately 10 to 20 W m−2, and429

the fully heterogeneous and M cases which are nearly overlapping with a peak value430

of approximately 45 W m−2.431

Maps of surface sensible heat flux and latent heat flux at t = 1238 LST for432

the four cases are shown in Fig. 11. The R case has a largely homogeneous sensible433

heat flux field (Fig. 11a1) and a river network visible in the latent heat flux field434

(Fig. 11b1) which, despite appearing very heterogeneous, contains only small spatial435

scales of heterogeneity and spans the entire domain. The R+S case has a small vi-436

sual increase in sensible and latent heat flux heterogeneity compared to the R case437

(Fig. 11a2, b2, respectively). The R+S+LC case adds considerable visual detail to438

the sensible heat flux (Fig. 11a3) and latent heat flux (Fig. 11b3) fields compared439

to the R+S case. The M case is largely homogeneous in both fields (Fig. 11a4, b4)440

aside from the ∼ 50 km moist patch in the east of the domain, confirming that het-441

erogeneous forcing meteorology is responsible for the larger scales of land-surface442

heterogeneity seen in the fully heterogeneous case.443

Considering the resulting time series of LWP and TKE for these cases444

(Fig. 12a, b, respectively), the R and R+S cases are nearly indistinguishable from445

the fully homogeneous case while the R+S+LC case follows the fully homogeneous446

case until t ≈ 1400 LST but then has a larger peak than the homogeneous case for447

both LWP and TKE. The liquid water and TKE production are nearly identical be-448

tween the M and the fully heterogeneous case with very slightly larger values in the449

M case, indicating that the R, S, and LC sources have a (very small) homogenizing450

effect on the atmospheric response to the M fields despite the fully heterogeneous451

case having a slightly larger standard deviation (a similar effect was reported by452

Zhang et al., 2010). The M case produces nearly all of its liquid water in the west-453
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ernmost 40 km of the domain while the other three cases are relatively homogeneous454

(not shown).455

It is clear in this case that heterogeneous meteorology in the LSM is the pri-456

mary driver of atmospherically-relevant heterogeneity in the land surface. It is also457

seen that the standard deviation of surface properties alone is insufficient to de-458

scribe its impact on atmospheric dynamics, as demonstrated by the close agreement459

in LWP and TKE production between the fully homogeneous, R, and R+S cases460

despite significant differences in standard deviations.461
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Figure 10. Time series of standard deviations of the surface fluxes used for the September 24,

2017 simulations where the land model includes heterogeneity from only rivers (R), rivers and soil

type (R+S), rivers, soil type and land cover (R+S+LC), and only forcing meteorology (M): (a)

sensible heat, (b) latent heat. The fully heterogeneous case is also shown for comparison.
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Figure 11. (column a) Surface sensible heat flux and (column b) latent heat flux fields for

September 24, 2017 simulations at t = 1238 LST with land surfaces which include heterogeneity

from: (row 1) only rivers (R), (row 2) rivers and soil type (R+S), (row 3) rivers, soil type and

land cover (R+S+LC), and (row 4) only forcing meteorology (M).
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Figure 12. Domain-wide mean fields in time from the September 24, 2017 simulations where

the land model includes heterogeneity from only rivers (R), rivers and soil type (R+S), rivers,

soil type and land cover (R+S+LC), and only forcing meteorology (M): (a) LWP, (b) vertically

integrated, mass-coupled TKE. The fully heterogeneous and fully homogeneous cases are also

shown for comparison.
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3.3 Modified Bowen ratio and wind profile cases462

It is shown in Sec. 3.1 that a circulation pattern forms between the cool/moist463

and warm/dry areas of the land surface in the heterogeneous case, however it is464

not clear how necessary the moisture transported towards the warm surface by this465

circulation is for the observed cloud production. Patches of high surface sensible466

heat fluxes relative to their surroundings have been seen in observational and mod-467

eling studies to increase local cloud production without the formation of secondary468

circulations (e.g., Bosman et al., 2019, and references therein). While this effect is469

often in the context of heterogeneity created by deforestation, it is possible that the470

local areas of high sensible heat flux in the heterogeneous surfaces here combined471

with the moisture that already exists over those areas (from the initial profile and472

large-scale forcing) are sufficient to generate the increased cloud production of the473

heterogeneous case without the formation of any secondary circulations. Such a474

process would also be lost in the homogeneous case, where the sensible heat flux at475

every grid point is set to the domain-wide mean. To evaluate these two possible ex-476

planations, we consider heterogeneous cases with all of the surface latent heat flux at477

each grid point converted to additional sensible heat flux at the same grid point (the478

“0% latent heat” case) and 80% of the surface latent heat flux at each grid point479

converted to additional sensible heat flux at the same grid point (the “20% latent480

heat” case). The conversion of latent heat to sensible heat inherently reduces the481

standard deviation of both the sensible and latent heat flux fields, but without re-482

ducing local maxima of surface sensible heat flux. These two cases, compared to the483

base heterogeneous case, are used to isolate the effect of larger local sensible heat484

fluxes on moisture from sources other than surface latent heat fluxes (i.e., from the485

initial profile and large-scale forcing).486

Additionally, simulations in previous sections have all used the same initial487

wind profile which has a south-north component v ≈ 15 m s−1 throughout the col-488

umn. To evaluate the effect of the wind profile, we consider a case with no wind in489

the initial profile (the “no wind” case) and a case where the wind at each vertical490

level of the initial profile is re-oriented to be purely west-to-east (the “w-e wind”491

case). Both modified-wind cases use the unmodified heterogeneous land surface492

fields. The motivation for these cases is to add context to the results in Sec. 3.1493

compared to previous studies available in the literature.494

Time series of LWP and TKE for all four cases are shown in Fig. 13a, b, re-495

spectively. The increase in surface sensible heat flux in the 0% and 20% latent496

heat cases slightly speeds up the onset of liquid water production and significantly497

increases the TKE production in the first six hours compared to the fully heteroge-498

neous and homogeneous cases. The 0% and 20% latent heat cases produce more liq-499

uid water and TKE throughout the simulation than the fully homogeneous case, but500

are surpassed by the fully heterogeneous case after t ≈ 1300 LST. The 20% latent501

heat case produces slightly more liquid water and TKE than the 0% latent heat case502

throughout the simulation. The 0% latent heat case produces clouds throughout the503

domain but with the thickest clouds in the east (Fig. 14a), while the and 20% latent504

heat cases retains the heterogeneous case’s general preference for cloud production in505

the west of the domain (Fig. 14b). It is noteworthy that the 0% and 20% latent heat506

cases both ultimately produce much less TKE than the heterogeneous case despite507

significant increases to surface sensible heat flux. It is also interesting that in the 0%508

latent heat case any liquid water produced is solely from moisture that exists in the509

initial profile or that is introduced by the large-scale moisture flux forcing, both of510

which are applied uniformly in the domain. Still, the 0% latent heat case is able to511

produce more liquid water than the fully homogeneous case or any case considered512

in Sec. 3.2.513
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The no wind case produces more liquid water and TKE than the homogeneous514

case but less than the heterogeneous case, reaching peak values earlier than both515

base cases. The w-e wind case shows very similar productions of liquid water and516

TKE to the base heterogeneous case. Maps of maximum LWP at each grid point517

throughout the simulation for the two modified wind cases are particularly informa-518

tive. The no wind case (Fig. 14c) produces very concentrated individual clouds of a519

spatial scale O(1 km) which themselves are very densely distributed in space (when520

considering the entire 15 hours together) over the entire dry portion of the domain,521

including the relatively small urban areas in the middle of the moist patch. The522

w-e wind case (Fig. 14d) shows a strong preference for liquid water production in523

the southern 20 km of the domain, closely resembling the base heterogeneous case’s524

aversion to cloud production over the moist patch but realigned to the w-e wind525

direction.526

The result that clouds show a preferential production over warm/dry areas in527

the presence of land-surface heterogeneity is widely reported (e.g., Avissar & Liu,528

1996; Esau & Lyons, 2002; van Heerwaarden & de Arellano, 2008; Hohenegger et529

al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2012; Huang & Margulis, 2013; Kang, 2016; Lee et al., 2019).530

The persistence of the circulation with a background wind of the magnitude used531

here is relatively novel, but the general result that circulations orient themselves532

perpendicular to the background wind direction has been both demonstrated and533

explained in previous studies (e.g., Shen & Leclerc, 1995; Raasch & Harbusch, 2001;534

Weaver, 2004a; Prabha et al., 2007; Sühring et al., 2014; Rochetin et al., 2017),535

though with less of a consensus. Rieck et al. (2014) state on this topic, in review,536

that while the role of wind is “controversial”, “it is expected that too strong back-537

ground winds mask the effects of land surface heterogeneities”. In reality the role of538

wind is likely even more nuanced than can be effectively evaluated by modern LES539

studies, e.g., a nested mesoscale-modeling study by Findell and Eltahir (2003) found540

that the influence of the background wind on surface fluxes, as it relates to trigger-541

ing convection, can either suppress or enhance convection depending on whether it542

was backing or veering.543
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Figure 13. Domain-wide mean fields in time from the 0% LH, 20% LH, no wind, and w-e

wind simulations of September 24, 2017: (a) LWP, (b) vertically integrated, mass-coupled TKE.

The fully heterogeneous and fully homogeneous cases are also shown for comparison.
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Figure 14. Maximum values of LWP at each grid point throughout the duration of modified

September 24, 2017 simulations: (a) 0% latent heat case, (b) 20% latent heat case, (c) no wind

case, (d) w-e wind case.

3.4 Additional days544

To justify the generality of the results seen here for September 24, 2017, two545

additional days at the SGP site are presented briefly for basic heterogeneous and546

homogeneous cases. All model settings for these cases are the same as before except547

for different surface fields, initial soundings, and large-scale forcings. Analysis for548

these cases is limited to time series of LWP.549

Time series of domain-averaged surface sensible heat and latent heat fluxes550

for the two days are shown in Fig. 15, and maps of the surface sensible and latent551

heat fluxes at t ≈ 1230 LST for the two days are shown in Fig. 16. Both days have552

land surfaces which are dominated by rainfall from previous days, but in different553

patterns from each other and from September 24, 2017. The June 10, 2016 case has554

a surface pattern where moist patches are present in the north-east and south-west555

corners of the domain (Fig. 16a1, b1), while the moist patch in the July 16, 2017556

case dominates the eastern half of the domain (Fig. 16a2, b2). The initial wind pro-557

file for the June 10, 2016 case is similar in magnitude to the September 24, 2017558

case (≈ 15 m s−1), while the July 16, 2017 case has only a nominal background wind559

(≈ 1 m s−1) (not shown).560

The time series of domain-wide LWP for heterogeneous and homogeneous sim-561

ulations of both days (Fig. 17) show similar behavior to the September 24, 2017562

simulations, where the heterogeneous cases produce significantly more overall liq-563

uid water than their homogeneous counterparts. For all three days, initial liquid564
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water production is very similar between heterogeneous and homogeneous cases, as565

is the timing of the ultimate dissipation of liquid water, but large differences are566

seen midday. The June 10, 2016 case is very similar to the September 24, 2017 case,567

where the heterogeneous and homogeneous cases begin liquid water production at568

t ≈ 1000 LST with very similar rates and then diverge at t ≈ 1300 LST when the569

heterogeneous case accelerates its production and ultimately reaches a much larger570

peak LWP value than the homogeneous case. The July 16, 2017 case shows a much571

different behavior, where both the heterogeneous and homogeneous cases show a572

huge burst of liquid water production at t ≈ 0800 LST, with both cases reaching a573

very similar peak LWP value for the day before 1000 LST. The difference between574

the two cases for July 16, 2017 is that the homogeneous case shows a rapid decline575

following the initial burst of liquid water, while the heterogeneous case is able to576

maintain its liquid water for another four hours.577

The two additional dates were selected relatively arbitrarily from the LASSO578

database, which has 95 days from 2015 to 2019 that are pre-selected for shallow579

convection, based on a spatially and temporally coarse knowledge of standard devi-580

ation in the surface heat fluxes which produced a few dozen candidate dates. That581

is, they were not chosen with any prior knowledge of how their heterogeneous and582

homogeneous cases compared. That both of these cases show a similar response in583

the domain-wide LWP signal to land-surface heterogeneity created by prior rain584

events, despite ultimately showing very different spatial patterns in the land surface585

over the same domain, gives a strong indication of the importance of spatial pat-586

terns of heterogeneity in land-atmosphere coupling as it specifically relates to SGS587

parameterizations for global ESMs.588
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Figure 15. Time series of the domain mean surface sensible heat and latent heat fluxes used

for simulations of: (a) June 10, 2016 and (b) July 16, 2017.
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Figure 16. (column a) Surface sensible heat flux and (column b) latent heat flux fields at

t ≈ 1230 LST for simulations of: (row 1) June 10, 2016 and (row 2) July 16, 2017.
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Figure 17. Domain-wide LWP in time from the heterogeneous and homogeneous simulations

of: (a) June 10, 2016 and (b) July 16, 2017.
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4 Discussion589

Based on multiple decades of both modeling and observational studies, it seems590

generally apparent that the secondary circulations that can be generated by coherent591

land-surface patterns, and thus the underlying spatial scale of land-surface hetero-592

geneity, are important for ABL development (Hadfield et al., 1992; Chen & Avissar,593

1994; Shen & Leclerc, 1995; Albertson et al., 2001; Letzel & Raasch, 2003; Trier594

et al., 2004; Patton et al., 2005; Timmermans et al., 2008; van Heerwaarden et al.,595

2014; Sühring et al., 2014; Kang & Ryu, 2016). From the results seen in Sec. 3.1 we596

can see more specifically the relevance to modern global model dynamics and param-597

eterizations, where heterogeneous land-atmosphere interactions which would be on598

the SGS in a typical global ESM have a significant impact on the LWP and TKE599

signals which would be on the grid scale in the same typical ESM. The results in600

Sec. 3.2 further elucidate the situation, as well as the associated difficulties, by show-601

ing that the most significant driver of SGS land-surface heterogeneity for a global602

model is SGS atmospheric heterogeneity. This cycle of rainfall patterns which lead603

to land-surface heterogeneity which triggers deep convection and restarts the cycle604

has also been suggested in previous studies (Emori, 1998; Lynn et al., 1998; Weaver,605

2004a, 2004b; Taylor et al., 2012).606

The LES experiments presented here are an initial investigation into the ef-607

fects of realistic land-surface and atmospheric heterogeneity which is on the SGS608

in a typical global model, and are intended to be built upon with the ultimate goal609

of providing useful numerical data for climate-scale diagnostic and parameteriza-610

tion development. The land-surface fields used to drive the LESs are from a diurnal611

cycle in a spun-up and fully functional LSM using real datasets for land cover, soil612

type, surface-routing terrain, and meteorology. The fields from the LSM are also613

assimilated with the observationally-improved VARANAL dataset, further ensur-614

ing realistic energetics in the land surface. The spatial resolution and domain size615

are both also significant, with ∆x,y = 100 m over the 100 × 100 km2 domain and616

∆z = 30 m in the lower 5 km of the vertical column. In this regard, the simulations617

conducted here offer a significant and novel increase in realism towards the study of618

the coupling between land and atmosphere heterogeneity in an ESM. However, there619

are still many idealizations made in the simulations presented which warrant men-620

tioning and examining further in future studies. The two most notable idealizations621

used here are: the semi-coupled LSM, where the land surface fields are specified a622

priori and do not receive feedback from the atmosphere as it is simulated, and, the623

periodic lateral boundary conditions.624

The lack of a feedback between the atmosphere and the land surface means625

that clouds that develop do not impact the local radiation budget of the land sur-626

face. Rieck et al. (2014), using a fully-coupled LSM, found that the shading effect627

from clouds reduced the difference between sensible heat fluxes over warm/dry and628

cool/moist patches by 20%, suggesting that resolved mesoscale circulations would629

indeed be too strong without atmosphere-to-land coupling. The potential shading630

feedback may not be as strong in the case considered here, as the case in Rieck et al.631

(2014) has a minimal background wind speed of 0.5 m s−1, compared to the approx-632

imately 15 m s−1 background wind used here. Such advection of clouds away from633

their source significantly complicates the nature of atmosphere-to-land feedback (as634

noted by Weaver & Avissar, 2001). Also, the chessboard pattern used to generate635

land-surface heterogeneity in Rieck et al. (2014) means that each warm/dry patch is636

bordered on all four sides by a cool/moist patch, resulting in a much more uniform637

cloud cover over the warm patches in their study than seen here. Still, the extension638

of our study to a fully-coupled LSM is a necessary next step which is currently un-639

der development by the co-authors and will provide valuable insights into both the640

model requirements for an LES with highly heterogeneous land-surface fields and641
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the degree of feedback from atmospheric heterogeneity to the land surface from a642

physical (though numerical) perspective.643

The periodic lateral boundary conditions used in the simulations, while stan-644

dard practice for LES and cloud-resolving studies, is another concession which po-645

tentially influences the results seen here. The cloud production in the no wind case646

in Sec. 3.3 shows a significant temporal and spatial response to land-surface het-647

erogeneity with a very visible preference for production over drier areas of the land648

surface. It can thus be assumed that the observed results in the cases with wind are649

not reliant on the continual recycling of moist air across the domain. However, it650

is not clear how dependent the results are on the sustained fetches of high sensible651

heat adjacent to high latent heat that are created by the periodic boundaries. The652

100 × 100 km2 domain used is large enough to fully encapsulate the moist patch653

in the September 24, 2017 case, but, while it is plausible to imagine, it cannot be654

assumed that similar patterns are repeated over the surrounding landscape. In con-655

junction with the fully-coupled simulations mentioned above, nested simulations are656

also being developed to investigate the influence of the periodic lateral boundary657

conditions used here.658

It should also be mentioned that, while ∆x,y = 100 m is a very high resolution659

in the cloud-resolving arena, the horizontal resolution does present another potential660

source for improvement. Multiple idealized studies of the so-called gray zone as it661

relates to resolving the ABL in an LES have found ∆x,y = 100 m to be a sufficient662

horizontal resolution while ∆x,y = 200 m begins to show signs of grid-dependent663

turbulence development (e.g., Beare, 2014; Efstathiou & Beare, 2015; J. S. Simon664

et al., 2019). By this standard, the resolution used here is within the limits of LES.665

It is not immediately clear how directly these and other idealized gray zone stud-666

ies, which typically use uniform and constant surface sensible heat fluxes, translate667

to more realistic surface fluxes. In the simulations here, there is a small burst of668

resolved TKE at t ≈ 0800 LST in most of the cases (e.g., Fig. 5b), which is a com-669

mon characteristic of an artificially delayed onset of resolved turbulence due to the670

turbulence closure model. Such an artifact does not necessarily indicate that the671

resolution is irredeemably coarse, so long as the delay of resolved turbulence is not672

significant and the overall dynamics are accurately simulated once turbulence is trig-673

gered. While the effect of the resolution seen here does not appear to be excessive,674

the effects of the horizontal resolution cannot fully be appreciated without compar-675

ison to even finer, as well as coarser, simulations of the same case. Such a study is676

currently under development and is anticipated to provide novel insights towards677

understanding land and atmosphere heterogeneity, as well as the gray zone of LES678

turbulence closure models in general.679

Planned future work generally falls into one or both of two categories: clarify-680

ing the impact of different aspects of the LES configuration on cases with heteroge-681

neous land surfaces, and, providing value to ongoing efforts towards diagnosing and682

modeling SGS heterogeneity in ESM parameterizations. On the clarification side,683

the aforementioned three studies (semi- vs. fully-coupled land surfaces, periodic vs.684

nested lateral boundary conditions, and an expanded range of horizontal resolutions)685

are the top priorities in the near future. Related to aiding diagnostic and parameter-686

ization efforts, the most immediate future work is focused on running heterogeneous687

and homogeneous simulations for multiple dozen additional days, with various ini-688

tial conditions on the surface and in the atmosphere, at the SGP site aided by the689

available data from the LASSO campaign. In the longer term, we plan to extend690

simulations to additional locations around the globe where different forms of surface691

heterogeneity may be studied, e.g., lakes, mountainous terrain, urban areas. These692

future studies are not exclusive efforts but will be conducted in conjunction with693

each other, i.e., model configuration choices will be tested for different days and694
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locations, and knowledge gained regarding model behavior will be applied to the695

diagnostic and parameterization efforts when useful.696

5 Summary and conclusions697

Realistic land-surface fields are used to evaluate the role of land-surface hetero-698

geneity on atmospheric dynamics, particularly at the grid-scale of a modern global699

model, by using high-resolution output from the HydroBlocks LSM to specify spa-700

tially heterogeneous and time-evolving surface conditions for sensible heat flux, la-701

tent heat flux, temperature (via emissivity and upward longwave radiation), albedo,702

and drag coefficient in the WRF model. High-resolution LES cases are then run in703

a variety of experiments over a domain centered at the SGP site which is sized to704

mimic a single grid cell in a global model. The primary experiment (Sec. 3.1) com-705

pares two simulations of the diurnal cycle on September 24, 2017: the first using the706

aforementioned heterogeneous surface fields and the second using time-evolving but707

spatially-homogeneous surface fields, which take their uniform value of each field as708

the domain-average of the field in the heterogeneous case. It is observed that the709

heterogeneous case produces clouds more actively than the homogeneous case and710

in a spatial pattern that is correlated to the surface sensible heat flux fields. It is711

shown that the heterogeneous simulation develops a circulation pattern between712

moist and dry areas where moist air originating over areas of high surface latent713

heat flux are transported laterally within the boundary layer to areas of high surface714

sensible heat flux, and are then lifted upwards through the boundary layer leading to715

cloud production.716

Experiments are then presented to elucidate the relative impacts of specific717

sources of land-surface heterogeneity for this case (Sec. 3.2). It is found that spatial718

patterns created in the land surface by recent rain events are effectively responsible719

for the entirety of the differences between the atmospheric response in the hetero-720

geneous and homogeneous cases. Contrarily, spatial patterns introduced in the land721

surface by rivers and subsurface flow have a negligible impact on domain-wide LWP722

and TKE production compared to the case with the same total surface sensible and723

latent heat fluxes using fully homogeneous surface values. Spatial patterns from dif-724

ferent soil types also show a negligible impact. Introducing heterogeneity from land725

cover does introduce a nontrivial increase to both LWP and TKE production com-726

pared to the homogeneous case, however the effect from land cover becomes trivial727

once heterogeneity from the forcing meteorology is introduced.728

Modifications of the fully heterogeneous case, where the Bowen ratio at each729

grid cell is increased and where the background wind profile is changed, are then730

presented to add clarity to the results seen (Sec. 3.3). It is seen in the cases where731

the Bowen ratio is increased that the increase in sensible heat is associated with a732

decrease in cloud production, confirming that the water vapor transported by the733

emergent circulation pattern is critical for the high rates of cloud production seen734

in the heterogeneous case. We also see that re-orienting the prevailing wind in the735

atmosphere will correspondingly re-orient the cloud-production pattern to remain736

focused over the dry areas, and that removing the mean wind entirely allows clouds737

to form everywhere that is associated with a high surface sensible heat flux.738

The last set of additional experiments is a brief analysis of two other summer739

days at the SGP site, both also with large, but unique, scales of spatial hetero-740

geneity generated by scattered storms at the site on previous days (Sec. 3.4). Both741

additional days show a significantly larger domain-wide LWP values in the hetero-742

geneous cases compared to their homogeneous counterparts. While the analysis743

presented here is largely for a single day, these two additional cases strengthen the744

conclusion that, in the context of SGS parameterizations for global ESMs, land-745
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atmosphere coupling of SGS heterogeneity has a significant impact on grid-scale746

cloud and turbulence production.747

From the results seen here, the three questions posed in Sect. 1 can be an-748

swered with relatively high confidence for the SGP area. First, the mesoscale cir-749

culations between wet and dry patches in idealized land surface which have been750

reported in many LES studies are indeed still present using highly realistic land751

surfaces and under highly realistic atmospheric conditions, namely a significant752

background wind. Second, considering an LES domain sized to mimic a single grid753

cell in a global ESM, the macroscale (domain-wide) atmospheric response to high-754

resolution land-surface heterogeneity is a significant change to total cloud production755

which should be included in the grid-scale signal. Third, the heterogeneity created in756

the soil moisture by meteorological patterns has a significant influence on ABL pro-757

cesses (namely cloud and TKE production), while the heterogeneities created in the758

land surface by rivers and surface water, soil type, and land cover have a relatively759

small, but non-zero, impact on ABL development. It follows that SGS cloud and760

turbulence parameterizations for weather and climate models should also include in-761

formation about SGS land-surface heterogeneity and vice versa, though an effective762

mechanism to do so is yet undeveloped. We hope that this and future work will aid763

in the development of such mechanisms.764
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